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I. Executive Summary 

 

We currently live in a society that is somewhat oblivious to the benefits of eating local foods, 

provided by local vendors, as well as the amount of waste that our current habits surrounding food 

production and consumption breeds. This is something that we attempted to address in our project, which 

was to originally focus on the creation of a farmers market on Western Michigan University’s campus. We 

changed the direction of our project after discovering that the Gaby Gerken of the Kalamazoo Food Co-op 

was working with Wayne Bond of the International Student Activities Program to bring a farmers market to 

Western Michigan University’s campus. As stated, we decided to focus more on bringing the attention of 

the student body to the advantages of eating locally. These advantages include a reduction in the number of 

food miles spent bringing food onto campus, leading to a lower amount of carbon dioxide that is released 

from vehicles during the food transportation process, the support of the local economy via the purchasing 

of food items from local vendors, and the promotion of a healthy lifestyle that discourages the use of 

processed foods and promotes freshly grown food items.  

To promote the use of local foods and food waste reduction, we used a variety of methods. These 

methods included communication through emails and interviews with individuals holding significant 

positions related to the interests of our project, the use of surveys, and a presence at the on-campus farmers 

market that took place on April 19, 2017. The individuals that we contacted included Gaby Gerken, Wayne 

Bond, Judy Gipper, and Nick Cutler. We also contacted a large number of RSOs, including Students for 

Sustainable Earth and the Geography Club. We used two surveys, one was an online survey that centered 

towards gauging if students wanted a farmers market on campus. The other was a survey that we gave to 

students visiting our booth at the farmers market, which we used to inform members of the student body 

on some of the sustainable local food practices that WMU currently participates in.  

For the purpose of furthering our knowledge on the topics surrounding this project, we researched 

the best practices that WMU, Cornell, ASU, GVSU, Boston University, and MSU. All of these schools, 

including our own actively promote the eating of local foods through the use of either a farmers market 

and/or providing local foods for consumption within their campus dining halls. Though WMU is indeed 

known for its sustainable practices, it could most definitely be doing more to provide local foods for its 

student body. 

Over the course of this project, we have encountered numerous limitations that served to impede 

our progress towards its completion. These included our need more multiple directional shifts, which we 

encountered due to both a lack of resources and a late realization that an on-campus farmers market was 

already occurring. This realization led to the possibility of yet another limitation, which took the form of 

poor weather at the farmers market, which caused for some of the vendors to decide against attending.  

Some recommendations that we would make following this project’s completion would be for 

Western Michigan University to hold a weekly farmers market on campus with at least 15 vendors. Having 

more frequent farmers markets would further lower the number of food miles spent bringing food to 

campus and it would also provide students with a more consistent source of fresh, local food. This would be 

an easy way to promote a healthy lifestyle for students, and would allow for Western Michigan University to 

uphold their standards regarding sustainability.  

We hope that through this project we can help encourage Western Michigan University to continue 

to expand the number of local food sources that it incorporates into its dining halls. This could thus lead to 

a large reduction in food miles spent on non-local transportation. We also hope that through this project we 
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can increase the level of awareness that the overall student body has in regard to local foods. Our hope is 

that this would serve to further lower their own carbon footprints, as they may be more conscious of the 

local food options available to them in the future.    
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II. Introduction 

 

Western Michigan University is well known for their sustainable efforts on campus, but they do not 

necessarily excel with minimizing food miles or food waste. Food miles are the number of miles food travels 

before it arrives on a plate. With globalization and the ease of transportation, food miles are often very high 

across the world especially the United States. This has brought out the importance of farmers markets, 

especially on college campuses. Farmers markets are areas that local food is sold by farmers and are 

incredibly important when discussing the reduction of food miles. One complication, however, is the 

definition of local. It can range as much as 0-250 miles from where it is sold. Ideally, the farmers markets 

include foods from within 50 or 100 miles away from the market. 

Food waste is another problem throughout the United States that can be targeted through individual 

entities, such as a university campus. Food waste is the food discarded throughout the processes of 

harvesting all the way to throwing it away after consumption. There are many different areas throughout the 

stages that food goes to waste, when that could be reduced through practices such as composting. 

Composting would minimize the waste and turn the leftovers into something productive in the 

environment. Composting is the use of broken down organic material into fertilizer so it would go through 

a cycle.  

Food miles and food waste are a problem because they contribute a significant amount of carbon 

emissions into the air through travel and promote an unhealthy lifestyle. It is not uncommon for food to 

travel across the globe, but this transportation produces a lot of emissions that could be avoided with a 

decrease in food miles. The decrease in food miles would also decrease in potential impacts of climate 

change because there would be less emissions going into the air. One of the ways to combat food miles are 

with farmers markets because they include local farmers while also promoting a healthy lifestyle. Farmers 

markets are often fruits and vegetables, and eating local could lead to the consumer eating healthier 

alternatives.  

This problem could have ramifications for both the environment and personal health. By eating 

local foods, there would be less carbon emissions in the atmosphere and it would promote a healthier 

lifestyle for the students on campus. Minimizing food waste on campus through education and compost 

would also allow the university to allow students to make healthier choices and use local fertilizer for the 

plots on campus. There are many campuses around the United States that are already making strides toward 

a more food conscious campus and Western Michigan University should continue down that path. 

According to the Western Michigan University Office for Sustainability’s mission statement, they would like 

“… to create a culture of sustainability and improve quality of life for all…” and by being more conscious 

about food miles and food waste it would contribute to their mission (Western Michigan University, 2017). 
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III. Methodology and Data 

 

One of our largest methods during this project was the process of contacting people through email 

and interviews to gather support and information about current practices on campus. There were many 

Registered Student Organizations (RSOs) contacted, such as Students for a Sustainable Earth and 

Geography Club, for volunteers and involvement in this process. On April 12, 2017 we met with Wayne 

Bond, the International Student Activities Program Specialist, to discuss how the farmers market process 

was started and what kind of obstacles it has faced and is currently facing during its three year planning 

stages. It seems to have some problems with the administration on campus, but is persisting unless 

specifically told otherwise. Another important contact was Gaby Gerken, the assistant manager of the 

Kalamazoo People’s Food Co-op, who runs the Kalamazoo Farmers Market and is helping Wayne Bond 

bring it to campus. Gaby Gerken supplied information and allowed us to have a booth at the farmers 

market on April 19, 2017 to inform students on food miles and food waste on campus. Judy Gipper, the 

Director of Dining Services at Western Michigan University, was another interview subject. Gipper supplied 

information regarding current dining hall foods and tendencies and future plans for food sustainability. 

Gipper also supplied our group with an informational poster for our farmers market booth and ideas for 

our booth presentation. Finally, we met with Nick Cutler Monday, April 17, 2017 about what local meals 

Western Michigan University serves in their dining halls and approximately how much beef is used per year. 

We created an online survey through SurveyMonkey.com that consisted of ten questions about 

student demographics, where students currently get their produce, and student opinions on farmers markets. 

Anne Copeland, an administrative assistant at the Office for Sustainability, helped upload the survey to the 

Office for Sustainability website; surveys were also sent to everyone in our classes via email. 

Overwhelmingly students are in favor of having a farmers market on campus and are in support of farmers 

markets overall.  

Below are student responses to farmers markets: 

 

 

 

On April 19, 2017 we held a booth at the farmers market on campus with information about food 

miles and food waste on campus. Our booth had an infographic banner from Judy Gipper describing some 

general facts about food waste and ways Western Michigan University is not wasting water or food. We also 

had a photo opportunity through the Office for Sustainability with a cut out of produce with a face-hole to 
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draw students into the booth. WeSustain tee shirts were worn by our group and fliers were passed out with 

information detailing how far the average hamburger--with lettuce, tomato, cheese, beef, and a bun--travels 

to get to campus. A larger poster describing what local establishments Western Michigan University gets 

some of their food from. Finally, a short survey at our booth consisting of three yes or no questions was 

conducted. The questions were:  

1. Was the information that you gained from our booth beneficial to you? 

2. Would you like the on-campus farmers market to be a reoccurring event? 

3. Will you be more conscious about food miles in the future? 

The results are graphed below:  

 

 
We were able to talk to 96 WMU students either passing by or shopping at the farmers market. 

Overwhelmingly, the students showed a great interest for learning about Western’s implication of local 

foods in the dining halls. Many of the students voiced excitement for the farmers market currently 

happening and hoped to see many more on-campus in the future. 
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IV. Examples of Best Practices on Campus 

 

WMU already participates in a great deal of best practices centered around the reduction of food 

miles and the repurposing of food waste in and around campus. Their efforts include the “Locally Sourced 

Initiative” that has been integrated into the dining halls on campus, their efforts to bring a farmers market to 

campus, the “Food Diversion Project”, and the pulper machines that are currently being used in two of the 

campus’ dining halls. These practices serve to buffer the local economy, reduce the amount of carbon 

dioxide produced by vehicles transporting goods to campus, and to promote healthy diets.  

 The “Locally Sourced Initiative” that is run by the campus Dining Services involves the receiving of 

a variety of food products from around the Great Lakes region. This area includes Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, 

Illinois, and Wisconsin. The products themselves can range from produce to spices. Many of said products 

come from Michigan itself, which is ideal due to the low number of food miles that these local foods need 

to travel before they arrive on campus. Food items procured from Michigan include the meat that the 

university receives from Bear Foot Farms in Paw Paw, the produce that it receives from Niles, and the dairy 

that it receives from Battle Creek. The majority of these products, excluding certain dairy groups, are 

labelled with a locally sourced label sticker. As the name suggests, these stickers signify that a food product 

was procured from a  local source that is defined as anywhere within the aforementioned states. This 

initiative is ongoing, and WMU is constantly looking for new local sources that will allow for it to further 

lower the number of food miles spent bringing food from outside of the Great Lakes Region.  

 Yet another effort that WMU has made to encourage locally sourced food is their use of a Farmers 

Market on the university’s campus. There have been a few attempts made to bring a farmers market to 

WMU’s campus over the course of the past three years. These attempts have often been thwarted by some 

of the higher ranking members of the university’s governing body. These efforts have not been in vain, 

however, and have finally born fruit in the form of the farmers market that was held on 04/19/17. The 

implementation of a farmers market at the university is a very important avenue for local farmers and 

vendors to bring their products to a wider audience, thus leading to the further support of the local 

economy. It will also serve as an ideal source of locally grown, nutritional food products that WMU students 

can utilize in an effort to better their diets.  

 Since 2011, a collaboration between WMU Dining Services and local farmers at the Fresh Produce 

and Bear Foot Fresh Meats farms has existed. It was deemed the “Food Diversion Project”, as it involves 

the diversion of pre-consumer produce scraps to the aforementioned farms. These scraps, which typically 

would have gone to waste, are now repurposed as food for pigs living at these farms. According to WMU’s 

website, there was a total of 263,792 lbs of food scraps that were diverted between the program’s inception 

in 2011 and 2015. 

 The implementation of pulper machines in WMU’s dining halls is an ongoing project being pursued 

by the Dining Services. Pulper machines are used to reduce food waste, and can save up to 80% of the water 

that is extracted from it. This process produces pulp, which can then be used in composting. The expansion 

of this system is a future project for WMU, as the dining halls do not yet have a way in which to transport 

the resulting compost, nor do they have a buyer for it. For this reason, only two dining halls have been fitted 

with these machines, and they include the Bistro 3 and Valley dining halls. Once a buyer and a means of 

transportation has been secured, WMU is planning to incorporate more of these machines across the dining 

halls on campus. 

 

 WMU has hosted several events that incorporate local food practices. These include the Farmers 

Market Luncheon and the Farmers Feast. WMU Dining Halls host an annual event--first started in 2010--
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where the food produced and fed to students in the dining halls on campus are prepared from local farm 

ingredients. In 2013, WMU Dining Services purchased 480 pounds of beef, 479 pounds of jalapeno 

bratwurst, 1800 bagel buns, 602 tomatoes, 475 pounds of butternut squash, and 2000 Jonathan apples--all of 

which was produced in West Michigan. That said, produced in West Michigan does not equate to all 

components being grown in West Michigan. Even so, this event is a step in the right direction of local 

eating.  

The Farmers Feast was a free event hosted by the Campus Beet, a WMU RSO, in 2011. The event 

consisted of a free meal made entirely from locally sourced foods. The menu was composed by WMU 

Catering's Executive Chef Nick Petruska. The goal of the event was to promote eating locally. The event 

also included several guest speakers qualified to speak about eating local.  
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V. Examples of Best Practices on Other Campuses 

 

Universities across the country are developing programs to make their campuses more sustainable. 

One large issue is the concept of food miles on campus meals and how much food and water goes to waste 

once it gets there. Listed below are many universities that have well developed programs and are setting the 

bar for other campus sustainability practices. 

 

Cornell University 

 Cornell University is located in Ithaca, New York and has a student population of approximately 

21,000. In order to reduce waste and food miles, Cornell University has many programs centered around 

food sustainability. Some of these programs include a Food Focus Team, a Buy Local Guide, a Farmers 

Market, and Farm to Cornell (Cornell University, 2017). 

 Cornell University's Food Focus Team includes members from across campus, such as from the 

Cornell Dining, the Statler Hotel, various independent eateries across campus, and students and faculty. 

This group was created to inspire conscious consumption  through supporting  local farms and producers, 

divert food-based waste from landfills, provide nutritious and healthful food choices. As of March, 2017 

they have accomplished four major tasks: preventing food waste at all stages of the supply/consumption 

chain, increasing sustainable food sourcing, educating and inspiring the campus community, and partnering 

with students and faculty on research projects.  They have prevented food waste at all stages of 

supply/consumption chains through the implementation of trayless dining centers, composting 

approximately 850 tons of food scraps, and using packaging and tableware that can be reused, recycled, or 

composted. They have increased sustainable food sourcing by supporting more than 100 local suppliers of 

fruits, vegetables, and meat. They have educated and inspired the campus community through increased 

vegetarian and vegan food option and running an “eating well campaign”. They have also partnered with 

student or faculty groups on over 20 research projects. 

Cornell University also published a Buy Local Guide every other year. Publishing this guide 

promotes local businesses in the area while also promoting local eating around the community. The 2015 

edition included dairy, eggs, poultry, meats, farmers markets and other fresh commodities. The guide was 31 

pages long and had the Southern Tier of New York and Finger Lakes divided into counties. It also listed 

where there were farmers markets and what was the best time of year to go to them. 

The university also hosts a Farmers Market on campus and largely uses social media (Facebook) to 

spread information about their events. They post volunteer opportunities, vendors, and introduce their 

student executive board on their Facebook page. This event is largely run by the students and executive 

board members including: co-managers, co-vendor coordinators, marketing/merchandise chair, analytics 

chair, treasurer, graphics chair, social media chair, and volunteer coordinator. Although they do have a 

website, it is not through the university. The website has a full list of vendors as well as how to become a 

vendor. 

Farm to Cornell is also a student group that promotes local and sustainable food options. This 

group works with Cornell Dining Centers to bring more of these types of foods to campus. They also 

educate the campus community through events such as potlucks and trips to local farms. This student group 

continuously works to connect food production to consumption on campus. 
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Arizona State University 

 Arizona State University has many types of sustainability programs on campus, including food 

sustainability. Their food sustainability programs work to reduce the food miles in their dining halls and in 

their student’s lives. Some of their food sustainability efforts include a farmers market, a campus harvest, 

and Engrained cafe. 

Arizona State University is an example of a farmers market being a part of a class project and 

revived to be a permanent part of the university’s sustainability efforts. The farmers market was restarted by 

the Wellness and Health Promotion, the University Sustainability Practices Office within the Global 

Institute of Sustainability, and the Health and Counseling Student Action Committee (Lewis, 2010). As of 

2017, the farmers market is ran by the Julie Ann Wrigley Global Institute of Sustainability, Mail Services, 

Parking and Transit, Sun Devil Dining and ASU Wellness with help from student groups (Northfelt, 2017). 

 The university holds two major harvests throughout the year mainly for sour oranges and dates, but 

there are many harvestable trees and shrubs across campus. Some of their other harvestables include citrus, 

olive, pecan, sapote, apple, peach, quince, sweet bay to name a few. There are also herb gardens and a 

community garden for students to go to for fresh produce.  

 The Engrained cafe is cafe on campus that serves local foods and meals that are made to order. 

Their purpose is to reduce their ecological footprint through education and supporting local farmers. The 

cafe also includes ways to be eco-conscious in the students’ everyday lives and information about the local 

farms where they get their produce. Engrained also has a website that displays every farm they get their 

produce from and more information about each farm (Engrained, 2017).  

 

Grand Valley State University 

Grand Valley State University (GVSU) is a school located in Allendale, Michigan. They have a 

school population of roughly 24,000.  Because of their avid focus on the reduction of food waste, as well as 

food miles, the GVSU dining services has joined a variety of initiatives that push for food sustainability. 

These initiatives include the involvement of local vendors as a source of food for the dining hall itself, their 

implementation of an on campus farmers market, their repurposing of dining hall compost as a means of 

benefitting GVSU’s community garden, and their urge for zero waste events. (GVSU, 2016) 

1,500 is the average number of miles that it takes for American’s to receive their food from farms 

(GVSU, 2016). The use of local vendors is of great benefit for the GVSU campus, as it serves as a great way 

of supporting the local economy and it aids in the decrease of food miles spent bringing food from the farm 

to their campus dining halls. The food originating from these local vendors travels an average of 18 miles to 

arrive at the dining hall, which cannot also be said for schools that receive their food from non-local 

sources.   

These local vendors also attend the GVSU farmers market, which began in 2011 as a project 

brought about by GVSU’s health and wellness initiative. 2017 will be its 6th year of being provided to the 

campus. The goals of the farmers market include the creation of an atmosphere that is welcoming to the 

local vendors and stimulates a collaboration between them and GVSU’s campus, to use it as a medium that 

will inform the student body about healthy eating habits, and to promote safe food that lacks chemical 

residue. They currently have 18 vendors signed on for their 2017 season. The wares of these vendors 

include freshly grown fruits and vegetables, homemade jam, soap, kettle corn, and many others. The market 

also features a walk around campus, which is done as a means of encouraging student exercise.  

As of 2010, GVSU has two venues that utilize composting as a means of repurposing serviceware, 

packaging, and food waste. These venues include two of their dining halls, the Commons and the Kleiner 

buildings. Both of which have posters positioned above waste receptacles that indicate what items can be 
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composted and which items must go into the landfill. All of these receptacles are lined with biodegradable 

bags. That being said, over half of the items used in their dining halls can be composted. As of 2016, dining 

services has produced approximately 45 yards of compost through this method. All of which has been put 

to good use as a way of providing more nutrition to GVSU’s community garden. The community garden 

itself provides individual plots that both students and staff can rent, and aids in the creation of a more 

sustainable source of food for the student populis (GVSU, 2010).  

Zero-Waste events at GVSU began in 2013 when composting and recycling stations were 

introduced to the Lubbers Stadium where the university’s football games are held. A number of campus 

initiatives and services, including GVSU’s dining services, who, through concession stands, provided 

compostable and recyclable food products for the event, helped to make this happen. The result of this 

effort is shown in the recycling and composting of over 4,000 lbs. of waste in 2013. This number has only 

grown in recent years with the average waste saved being at 69% in 2014 (GVSU, 2015). 

 

Boston University  

Boston University has a student population of over 15,000 students. Despite being a small to 

medium sized university, they have a large positive impact on sustainability. Boston University has a variety 

of sustainability initiatives that relate to food and waste, including: a campus farmers market, relations with 

local food pantries, partnership with local agricultural producers, healthy meal options, zero waste catering, 

and a robust composting initiative. 

         The campus farmers market runs from September through October, featuring a variety of local 

vendors. Recently, the university has also started a spring farmers market, running every Thursday from 

April 6th through April 27th.  Vendors included in this market range from local farmers to a henna artist. 

         BU also has a variety of programs that promote foods with a lower carbon footprint and food miles 

associated with them. BU serves meals under the “Wholesome Roots” food program every Monday, 

Tuesday, and Wednesday (at different locations each day). Dining services uses the Wholesome Roots 

initiative as a “day to commit to the environment by eating food that can lower our carbon footprint” (BU 

Dining Services). This includes local and seasonal fruits and vegetables, humanely raised proteins, Fair Trade 

and organic coffee, and sustainable seafood options. Sustainable seafood guidelines are set by the Monterey 

Bay Aquarium Seafood Watch and the Marine Stewardship Council. BU has set a goal for 100% sustainable 

seafood by 2018. The menus provided during these days are additionally plant-based, which reduces 

greenhouse gas emissions and the water usage that goes into the production of plants versus meat. 

         BU has partnered with a variety of local farms (all within a 250-mile radius) to reduce food miles and 

support the local economy. Many of the farms the university partners with for food ordering has arisen 

from the Sustainability Tracking Assessment and Rating System (STARS 2.0) through the Association for 

the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE). The AASHE STARS criteria were met in 

23% of BU’s food and beverage purchases in 2014, meaning this food was local and community-based, or 

third-party certified as fair, ecologically sound, and humane. 

         Other sustainable initiatives include a Zero Waste catering program, in which 99% of the waste 

generated at catering events is either composted or recycled. Additionally, BU has a reusable campus mug, 

and a Student Food Rescue program, where food from dining services is donated to local food banks and 

shelters. This program is a great example of student-led sustainability initiatives, being one of the largest in 

the country. This program is not directly through Dining Services, although BU Dining Services contributes 

to it.  
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Michigan State University 

 Michigan State University is only a little over an hour drive from us at Western Michigan University, 

and has a school population of about 50,000 students. Although the student body is nearly double that of 

Western Michigan’s, their sustainability efforts are well known to the whole campus. A major sustainability 

program MSU has successfully implemented is through their dining halls and campus cafes.    

 Michigan State University has created a whole agenda dedicated to the issue of food waste and food 

production on their campus. The sustainability department at the university has turned their dining halls into 

an opportunity to bring food and water waste on campus to all the students that eat there. This game 

changing implementation is explained in seven main points within the combined sustainability and dining 

hall’s mission statement. The seven parts include: Energy Conservation Strategies – Electricity, GHG, 

Steam, Emissions from Transportation, Water Conservation Strategies, Food Waste Strategies, Sustainable 

Procurement Strategies, Connecting Sustainability, Education and Research, Material Diversion, and Social 

Responsibility. MSU has gotten to the root of the food milage problem, and has started to grow their own 

greens, used in two of their main dining halls, directly on campus grounds. Their organic garden features a 

solar passive greenhouse, and practices vermicomposting, where food waste from the dining halls is 

composted using worms to create an extremely nutrient rich soil. The provided food waste from all the 

dining halls to the Student Organic Farm saves more than 100,000 pounds of food a year from just simply 

being thrown away.  

 MSU has a second practice for putting food waste to good use. With the combined efforts of 

Residential and Hospitality Sustainability and the College of Engineering, they have created an anaerobic 

digester that consumes more than 500,000 pounds of food waste annually and converts it into energy to 

power buildings on campus. The digester combines dining hall food waste, manure from the MSU Dairy 

Teaching and Research Center, and bio-salads (nutrient rich organic matter) to create over 300 kW/hour, 

enough to power the Dairy Teaching and Research center and have leftover power to divert to the 

surrounding buildings.  

The whole green movement on Michigan State’s campus is quite incredible, the university proudly 

advertising the many steps they are taking in reducing their ecological footprint. It is think it is worth 

mentioning all this because, although Michigan State is a much larger university than Western Michigan it is 

beyond impressive the kind of impact and results the sustainable practices have had. By studying and 

mimicking some of their techniques, Western Michigan students will be just as on board to eliminating food 

waste.   
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VI. Discussion 

 

 In 2013, a total of 32% of the food in the WMU dining halls was grown or processed within a 250-

mile radius (Zipp, 2013). To some, this is an accomplishment. However, questions such as “what does 

‘local’ really mean?” should be further discussed. Additionally, while some of the foods might have been 

processed within 250 miles, that does not mean their components weren’t imported from farther away. 

Food miles become an important part of the “eating local” equation.   

 

WMU Farmers Market  

 Between the online survey and farmers market survey, we found that students are overwhelmingly 

supportive of a recurring farmers market on campus. We had over 117 online survey responses and 96 

survey responses at the farmers market on campus. These responses indicate that students did not typically 

think about their food miles prior to their engagement at our educational booth, but after our flier and 

farmers market education, they 97% said they would shop for their produce at a farmers market over their 

current retailer.  

While the survey responses seemed to express interest in a regular on-campus farmers market 

schedule, the information about food miles and sustainability that the educational booth was centered 

around did not always seem to stick with students. While most were attentive, we’re not sure if the 

information will actually impact their future decisions. This was a problem overall, as future educational 

booths may need to figure out a different way to communicate with students in order to improve the 

information’s impact. Perhaps repetition is a necessary component in this end goal, as many of the students 

replied that they had never heard of the concept of food miles before. Other “fun” concepts--such as the 

photo prop--did seem to encourage student involvement. This is likely another way to reach students in a 

lasting manner.  

Below are some photographs showing how the farmers market was set up and a display of how 

students could get involved at the market.  

                            
  

WMU Dining Services 

After talking with Judy Gipper, the Director of Dining Services, it was clear that a “Meatless 

Monday” type of program was not of interest to WMU Dining Services. Additionally, according to WMU’s 

self-reported aashe STARS statistics, which were filled in by Judy Gipper for the “Low Impact Dining” 

category, information about the methodology used to track/inventory expenditures on animal products is 

not included. This category also scored 1 out of 3 points towards WMU’s overall aashe rating (which is 
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currently at Gold Status). Additionally, WMU has not achieved status as a Fair Trade campus, Certification 

under the Green Seal Standard for Restaurants and Food Services, Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) 

certification, or Signatory of the Real Food Campus Commitment (U.S.). In the AASHE category of “Food 

and Beverage Purchasing,” WMU received 1.80 out of 4 points, partially due to above lack of qualifications. 

All of these combined factors signal an area of potential improvement in terms of food sustainability for 

WMU. An on-campus farmers market and increased local purchasing in the dining halls could help improve 

WMUs food sustainability overall.  

 

We propose that Western Michigan University hold a weekly farmers market on campus with at least 

15 vendors, set up similarly to how the pictures indicate above. This will allow the students to frequently 

buy local products and reduce their food miles. It would be a convenient way to promote a healthy lifestyle 

for students and for Western Michigan University to maintain their sustainability standards. Moreover, it 

would uphold the Office for Sustainability’s mission of improving quality of life for all. additionally, we 

propose that Western Michigan University continues to buy local products for the dining halls and continue 

to increase the amount every year. Between these two actions, food miles would be reduced substantially for 

both students and the university. 
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VII. Limitations of the Analysis and Proposed Future Work 

 

This project initially started out with the goal of creating a partnership between a future on-campus 

farmers market and the WMU on-campus food pantry available to students. However, initial contact of 

Shari Glaser, the Invisible Need Project Chair, was not productive in creating a potential partnership. Glaser 

indicated that the resources of the food pantry were currently minimal (in terms of time, man power, funds, 

etc.) and would not be able to support a partnership. At the time, we were also investigating a food subsidy 

program similar to Wayne State University in which students pay $5 and receive $10 in food credit for the 

farmers market. However, this research proved challenging to bring to fruition with no means of funding 

such a program.  

Because a farmers market, in partnership with the Kalamazoo People’s Food Co-Op and the 

International Student Activities Board, was already coming to campus in both the spring and fall, the 

original plan to coordinate a pilot farmers market on-campus was nullified. Additionally, we were late to 

discover this upcoming on-campus farmers market because a) it was not being advertised due to problems 

higher up, and b) our group contacted PFC Markets later in the semester. This situation also prevented us 

from providing new vendors, as vendor application deadlines closed shortly after we found out about the 

farmers market, and a large number of vendors (28 not including ourselves) were already signed up for the 

event. 

 However, the on-campus farmers market did provide us with the perfect opportunity to host an 

informational booth on-campus about food sustainability. A major limitation was not starting out the 

semester with a plan for a food sustainability booth to further develop the information presented. We would 

have desired more time to investigate the food in campus dining halls further, breaking down popular meals 

by ingredient and tracing those ingredients to their roots--local or otherwise.  

 In the future, it might be useful to create an RSO whose main objective is to handle any upcoming 

on-campus farmers markets.  
 The weather could also be a limiting factor in the early testing phases of an on-campus farmers 

market. If there is poor weather, there could be a bad turnout as far as people attending because it is an 

outdoor event. On April 19, 2017 the wind was blowing very hard at the beginning of the event and that 

could have deterred people from coming outside for the event.  
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VIII. Recommendations  

 

Based off of our research and amplified understanding of best practices at other college campuses, 

our top recommendation for Western Michigan is to make use of composting from the food waste at the 

dining halls. Through our interview with the Dining Services Director, Judy Gipper, we learned that 

Western Michigan has industrial sized pulpers in the two main dining halls, Valley Dining Center and 

Bigelow, that extract the remaining water in the post consumer food. This process making for a great food 

product to compost with, yet that is not happening and that food is still being thrown away. After seeing the 

amazing work done at Michigan State with their complete sustainable food cycle, using the compost 

produced from the student food waste to grow the greens used in the dining halls at the greenhouses on 

campus, is a completely plausible system for Western to follow. At the very minimum, the university needs 

to consider making use of the compost they can create and using at the greenhouse on campus and even at 

the Gibbs house owned by Western Michigan.  

A second, more long term recommendation, would include a more conscious shift of the food 

served in the dining halls. Allowing for more plant based entrees to be served on a regular basis and moving 

away from such a heavy meat oriented menu. We suggest each dining hall to have at least one day a week 

where absolutely no meat is served for any of the meals. As well as looking into more options of serving 

food that is actually local. The local food list provided by the dining halls mostly shows food that is either 

packaged or distributed locally, we are hoping for a change in that and recommending that the university 

uses more produce and meat that is actually grown local to Michigan.  

Lastly, we would like to recommend one more short term goal that can span into a long term goal 

for the years ahead. A continuous farmer’s market on campus, preferably one that is either bi-weekly or 

monthly during the prime months of the harvest season. Implementing a farmer’s market into a normal 

occurrence on campus will generate more awareness of the local food that is available in our area, and giving 

easy access for students to actually obtain this healthy food. 
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IX. Conclusion  

 Through surveying our fellow colleagues, we can easily conclude interest in local foods and how to 

obtain them is prevalent on campus. The issue is the university is not doing all that they can to improve 

access to local food for students. There seems to be a slight divide between what the students actually want 

and prefer, and what faculty members and campus wide decision makers think the students want. Our group 

saw first hand the excitement that this farmers market brought to the center of campus--despite being 

relatively small in comparison to other local farmers markets--yet just days before the event it was unsure if 

it was going to happen because of issues and concerns coming from higher up WMU faculty.  

 By no means are we saying that WMU does not care about the student’s wants or creating a 

sustainable campus. We are encouraging the university to extend their efforts in supporting local foods from 

Michigan by increasing the usage in the dining halls and allowing for more farmers markets to occur. For 

many freshman students, their only meals come from the dining halls and many do not have a car; this is a 

large population of our student body to target. By incorporating more local produce and meats into the 

meals at the dining halls, students will be able to decrease their environmental impact without having to put 

much thought into it. Showing how simple it is to make a few changes in one’s life to become a more 

sustainable and environmentally conscious individual.  
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XI. Appendices 

 

Appendix I. Group Member Contact Information 

 

Name Email Phone Number 

Chris Carpenter christopher.a.carpenter@wmich.edu (269)447-4534 

Alyson Melnik alyson.r.melnik@wmich.edu (313)719-1951 

Kayla Snellenberger kayla.r.snellenberger@wmich.edu (989)280-6260 

Hunter Ward hunter.n.ward@wmich.edu (269)312-6852 

 

 

 

Appendix II. External Contact Information 

 

Name Position/Organization Contact Information 

Bond, Wayne International Student Activities 
Program Specialist, WMU, 
Haenicke Institute for Global 
Education 

 wayne.l.bond@wmich.edu 

Copeland, Anne Administrative Assistant II, 
Office for Sustainability  

anne.copeland@wmich.edu 

https://wmich.edu/dining/sustainability
http://www.bu.edu/csc/community-service-center-programs/sfr/
http://www.wmich.edu/sustainability/about
https://www.bu.edu/dining/about-us/sustainability/wholesomeroots/
http://www.mlive.com/entertainment/kalamazoo/index.ssf/2013/09/dig_in_western_michigan_univer.html
http://www.mlive.com/entertainment/kalamazoo/index.ssf/2013/09/dig_in_western_michigan_univer.html
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Cutler, Nick Procurement Specialist, WMU 
Dining Services  

nicholas.s.cutler@wmich.edu 

Gerken, Gaby Assistant Manager, Kalamazoo 
Farmers Market 

pfcmarkets@pfckalamazoo.coop 

Gipper, Judy  Director, WMU Dining Services judy.gipper@wmich.edu  

Glaser, Shari  Chair, Invisible Need Project dosa-inp@wmich.edu 

Glasser, Harold Executive Director for Campus 
Sustainability, WMU Office for 
Sustainability  

harold.glasser@wmich.edu 

Green, Isaac Office for Sustainability isaac.s.green@wmich.edu 

Spoelstra, Jeff  Office for Sustainability, 
Program Manager 

jeffrey.spoelstra@wmich.edu;  
(269)387-0944  

Stiening, Rachel Senior Environmental Health 
Specialist, Kalamazoo County 
Health and Community Services 

rlstie@kalcounty.com; 
(269)373-5351  

 

Appendix III. Contact Log  

 

Rachel Stiening. Email. 16 March 2017.  

Contact Position: Senior Environmental Health Specialist, Kalamazoo County Health and 

Community Services 

 Sent by: Kayla Snellenberger 

Discussed what requirements there were through the health department to hold a farmers market 

on campus. It was stated that there were no specific regulations or permits needed through 

Kalamazoo County but there was some through the State of Michigan to hold a  farmers  

market, but there were other avenues that needed to be considered if there was going to be food 

prepared. 

 

Shari Glaser. Email. 16 March 2017.  

 Contact Position: Chair, Invisible Need Project Committee  

 Sent by: Kayla Snellenberger 

Inquired about the possibility of a voucher program, whereby students who use the food pantry 

could also shop at an on-campus farmers market. Glaser appreciated our interest in the food pantry, 

but indicated that there was neither the funds nor the manpower to carry out that type of program at 

this time. However, she encouraged contacting her in the future with any new ideas regarding the 

food pantry.  

 

Anne Copeland. Email. 20 March 2017.  

 Contact Position: Administrative Assistant II 

 Sent by: Kayla Snellenberger 

mailto:judy.gipper@wmich.edu
mailto:jeff.spoelstra@wmich.edu
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 Inquired about posting our survey to the Office for Sustainability website. She did post the 

 survey and she also directed us as to how to get the picture stand for the farmers market, 

 Wednesday April 19, 2017. 

 

Hailey Olson, Students for a Sustainable Earth. Email. 20 March 2017.  

 Contact Position: Campus RSO  

 Sent By: Kayla Snellenberger  

 Inquired about whether or not the RSO would consider taking our framework for a farmers 

 market on campus, prior to the realization that there is one coming to campus through the 

 Kalamazoo Farmers Market. We emailed her twice to see if their RSO was interested and she

 never responded. 

 

Gaby Gerken. Email. 28 March 2017.  

 Contact Position: Assistant Manager, PFC Markets  

 Sent By: Kayla Snellenberger 

 Discussed how our group could help with their farmers market and whether or not we could 

 have an informational booth there on food miles and food waste. We now have a booth 

 reserved and will be helping prior to the opening of the farmers market. 

 

Geography Club- Jodie Lynch. Email. 28 March 2017.  

 Contact Position: Campus RSO  

 Sent By: Kayla Snellenberger  

 Inquired about whether or not the RSO would be interested in taking our framework of a 

 farmers market on campus, prior to the realization that there is one coming to campus 

 through the Kalamazoo Farmers Market. She responded with interest and we had to tell her 

 that the project was under construction and we could not move forward with the  

 collaboration. 

 

Laura Donders. Email. 28 March 2017.  

 Contact Position: Internship Coordinator  

 Sent By: Kayla Snellenberger  

Inquired about whether or not we could have her support in gathering volunteers and spreading 

information for the farmers market on campus because she works with the interns at the Office for 

Sustainability and she has an ample supply of contacts and networks. She agreed and also 

contributed ideas about potential avenues for this project, such as gathering students to sell produce 

at a farmers market on campus. 

 

WMU Community Garden. Email. 28 March 2017.  

 Sent By: Kayla Snellenberger  

Inquired about whether or not they would have any produce to contribute to a farmers 

 market on campus and whether or not they could acquire volunteers for a farmers market 

 on campus. 

 

WMU Parking Services. Email. 28 March 2017.  

 Sent By: Chris Carpenter  
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Emailed to inquire about parking availability for the farmers market. This contact was no longer 

necessary after it was discovered an on-campus farmers market was already planned for April 19th.  

 

Isaac Green. Meeting. 29 March 2017.  

 In Attendance: Chris Carpenter, Kayla Snellenberger, Hunter Ward  

 Location: Office for Sustainability  

 Discussed what our project currently is and where it should go from where it was. We 

 decided that it needed to pivot and go another direction, and this is where we took on food 

 miles and food waste on campus and how we could have a successful project from that 

 point.  

 

International Student Services. Email. 29 March 2017.  

 Contact Position: Campus RSO 

 Sent By: Kayla Snellenberger  

 Inquired about meeting with someone to discuss the farmers market coming to campus. 

 Wayne Bond replied and we scheduled a meeting for April 12, 2017 at 9:30 in the morning at 

 3530 Ellsworth Hall. 

 

Judy Gipper. Interview. 6 April 2017.  

 Contact Position: Dining Services Director 

 In Attendance: Chris Carpenter, Alyson Melnik, Hunter Ward  

Location: Dining Services Office, Room 161, Bernhard Center, Western Michigan  University  

Discussed creation of a booth at the April 19th on-campus farmers market and information we 

could discuss there that relates to food miles, food waste, and WMU Dining Services. Judy 

recommended some foods for us to analyze in regards to food miles and gave us an infographic 

poster to display at our booth. She also gave us permission to survey about the new infographic 

posters on display in the dining halls to gauge student reaction. Gipper also put us in contact with 

the student who will be conducting this survey as well as Nick Cutler, the Procurement Specialist for 

WMU for more information regarding our food dish analysis.  

 

Wayne Bond. Interview. 12 April 2017. 

 In Attendance: Kayla Snellenberger, Chris Carpenter  

 Location: 3530 Ellsworth Hall, Western Michigan University 

 Inquired about how bringing the farmers market to campus originated and discovered it was 

 approximately three years ago. He is the head of the farmers market project and is working 

 with Gaby Gerken of the Kalamazoo Farmers Market and Derek Kanwischer of the Office 

 for Sustainability. They are planning on bringing one farmers market April 19, 2017 and 

 seven farmers markets between September and October of 2017 with approximately 28 

 vendors. 

 

Francisco Cordero. Email. 12 April 2017.  

Contact Position: Faculty Specialist I, Food Service Operations & Sustainability Program 

Coordinator 

 Sent By: Hunter Ward  
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Inquired about food sustainability topics, including: local foods, farmers markets, and dining hall 

food systems. 

   

 

Jeff Spoelstra. Meeting. 14 April 2017.  

 In Attendance: Alyson Melnik, Kayla Snellenberger, Hunter Ward  

 Location: Office for Sustainability, Western Michigan University  

Discussed potential alternatives should the (then-upcoming) farmers market be cancelled due to rain 

or other reasons. Jeff indicated that it might be possible for the Office for Sustainability to host the 

event given an unexpected cancellation of the market in front of Sangren Hall. Jeff also indicated 

that, should the farmers market be cancelled entirely, our group could host the informational booth 

in front of the Office for Sustainability. Jeff also allowed us to email Wayne Bond to coordinate this 

possibility.  

 

Nick Cutler. Interview. 17 April 2017.  

 Contact Position: Procurement Specialist 

 In Attendance: Alyson Melnik 

Location: Dining Services Office, Room 161, Bernhard Center, Western Michigan  University  

 Discussed the most popular and widely used local foods in the main dining halls on campus. 

 Received a breakdown of where the ingredients of the turkey burger served at WMU, all  

 comes from being that they are all Michigan made products. Nick was able to give hard  

 numbers of the amount of certain foods ordered in the 2015-2016 school year, including  

 beef patties and deli turkey. Also explained the food waste diversion program with Barefoot  

 Farms, explaining how WMU gives them pre consumer food waste for pig feed and in return 

 WMU buys the pork to serve at the dining halls.  
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Appendix IV. Pre-Farmers Market Survey Questions  
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Appendix V. Vendors Present at the Farmers Market  

 

Vendors Location Distance from WMU 
(rounded to nearest whole 

mile) 

Bonamego Farms  Lawrence, MI 26 miles  

Cheese People  Grand Rapids, MI 50 miles  

Coffee Rescue  Kalamazoo County / Portage Varies  

Cypsy Kitchen  Kalamazoo 3 miles  

Dough Chicks  Kalamazoo Information Unknown 

The Eichorn Family Farm  Leonidas, MI  34 miles  

McWilliams Farms  Three Rivers 25 miles  

The People’s Food Co-Op  Kalamazoo 2 miles  

Sandershire Seasonings  Schoolcraft 13 miles  

WMU Office for Sustainability Kalamazoo  On campus  

 

     
McWilliams Farms    Coffee Rescue  The Eichorn Family Farm 
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Cheese People   Bonamego Farms    Sandershire Seasonings 
 

   
Dough Chicks    Cypsy Kitchen   Office for Sustainability 

 

 
People’s Food Co-op 
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Appendix VI. Flier Distributed By Food Sustainability Awareness Educational Group at Farmers 

Market  

 

Front of Flier  
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